MAN VS. ROBOT

The subversion of order
Palazzo Enciclopedico

CHAOS was the law of nature; ORDER was the dream of man.
Adams
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The ignorance of the active voice within space appropriation.
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ACCESIBLE + DRYING CLOTHES

ADDIING STAIRS TO MAKE ACCESIBLE FROM STREETLEVEL
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Entering light in the basement
Accessible + drying clothes
Adding stairs to make accessible from street level
Combination of split level + multiple stairs

Roof to function pit as dry place
Continuing open space with access to 2nd level
Completely carved out open space
Being a subversion of order questions if with the use of generating indeterminancy, the conditions of the space appropriation can help us in developing urban planning and architecture.
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'The subversion of sheet music.' J. Cage
‘Life is way more interesting than man-made structure’

‘Change operations is a way of accepting refused elements’
How to generate indeterminancy in architecture
TRAIL AND ERROR!!
Trail and error!! And fail....
There is a huge difference in the responsibility towards society between music and architecture.
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BRAIN -
Archives are the most important resources that reflect the social, political and cultural structure

PALAZZO ENCICLOPEDICO -
A representation of the totality of the theme stored in the collection, Palazzo Enciclopedico
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